
 
PRESS QUOTES 

 

"Wilson’s Robert Plant-meets-Black Crowes pipes appear on the band’s latest party anthem 

'Shake It On Down'" 

- Josh Bradley, Creative Loafing 

 

“Yep, damn the track is hot! (Jim) Chambers who now runs an artist management company in 

Nashville SMALL BALL MANAGEMENT said, “The Dirty Janes are probably the best up-and-

coming band that Tampa Bay has” and he could be right. As soon as the Janes took the stage fans 

surrounded them and an array of phones were up in the air not to miss a moment of their 

performance. The band’s sound has grown to a much more sophisticated level especially the 

guitar work of Nik and Brandon which are superb.” 

- George Hudak, Tampa Bay Music News 

 

“There is a growing number of “New”-stalgic bands. These are young bands writing new 

original music but are embodying the sound and style of legendary rock bands like Led Zeppelin 

and AC/DC. With their screaming guitar solos and hard hitting classic sound, The Dirty Janes 

definitely fall into this category.” 

- Ken Apperson, WMNF 88.5 

 

“There’s a heavy AC/DC vibe to a promo reel for the Dirty Janes’ debut gig, and with the kind of 

players Sick Hot had, this new endeavor is sure to turn heads.” 

- Ray Roa, Creative Loafing 

 

“Nik Wilson (lead vocals & guitar) with hair that will make any woman jealous, somehow 

trained it to dance with such rhythm to each chord he plays… & boy, can he play! Chris 

Erickson, (bass) who is rockin’ his bright, red fitted houndstooth print jacket, that at one point, 

became center stage is slapping bass licks like a seasoned veteran. Cory Bernardi, (drums & 

vocals), has funk & style that could easily be compared to one of his idols, Prince.” 

- Rachelle Flava Rae Greenberg, Tampa Bay Music News 

 

“The band members now feel lucky to have formed a group of like-minded individuals who not 

only share the same passion but the same affinity for intricate music and a robust sound.”  

- Amelio Nazarko, The Oracle 

 

“One of the most talked about rock bands in Tampa Bay in decades” 

- George Hudak, Tampa Bay Music News 

 

“Think Black Crowes meets Led Zeppelin with a touch of grunge thrown in.” 

- Chyrisse Tabone, Rock At Night 



 

“Love seeing young cats playing originals that cook...the future of rock and roll!” 

- Chris Jericho, Instagram 

 

OTHER PRESS UNDER “SICK HOT” 

 

“Sick Hot came stumbling out of the jack and coke backrooms of dive bars in Tampa swaggering 

like a bunch of skin tight levis, fringe and piles of long hair before they were even old enough to 

drink. Now a few years later, lots of van miles, and music festivals the band has three EP's and a 

full length record of songs on the right side of 70's excess. Recent shows in Nashville have 

gotten them boots and some T-Rex in their veins.” 

- Shawn Kyle, The Floridian Social 

 

“Needless to say, the band was impressive back then. However, in three short years, Sick Hot 

with their now perfected “Vintage Rock” style have come a long way. They still have the same 

drive and energy, but they have become polished pros from playing gigs large and small 

perfecting their craft and building their fan base. With the addition of a second guitarist, Brandon 

Chacon the band kills. So much so that in 2022 they will be performing at the prestigious 

Gasparilla Music Festival. Sick Hot is another band under 30 whose star is rising. Keep an eye 

on these guys they are going places.” 

- Tampa Bay Music News 

 

“Sick Hot is young and raw and, to be quite honest, sick as fuck. Their sound is well-rounded 

with obvious influences from rock legends, but they have managed to establish their own voice 

that will speak to the many generations of rock fans.” 

- Valerie Vargas, Val The Music Gal 

 

 


